
Pos�ng of Late-Filed Form Leter Comments as of January 17, 2024 

Between November 17, 2023, and January 17, 2024, DOE’s Office of Fossil Energy and Carbon 
Management received 13,357 comments from individuals expressing their opposi�on to the 
pending applica�ons to export liquefied natural gas (LNG) filed by both Venture Global CP2 LNG, 
LLC (CP2 LNG) on December 2, 2021, and subsequently supplemented (Docket No. 21-131-LNG) 
and by Commonwealth LNG, LLC (Commonwealth) on October 16, 2019 (Docket No. 19-134-
LNG).  The public comment period for both applica�ons closed prior to the submission of these 
comments—on March 11, 2022, for CP2 LNG, and on December 26, 2019, for Commonwealth. 

DOE’s ini�al review indicates that these opposi�on comments are largely form leters, with their 
language being similar, if not iden�cal.  Given the significant number of these late-filed 
comments, DOE is ataching the first 100 comments received (of the 13,357 received to date) 
for representa�ve purposes.  As necessary going forward, and a�er appropriate review, DOE will 
issue a new no�ce to update the number of form comments received in both the CP2 LNG and 
Commonwealth dockets.  For any ques�ons about the comments received, please contact 
fergas@hq.doe.gov. 



From: Adam Love  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 8:38:48 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Adam Love 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Anne Sheldon  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 8:47:35 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Anne Sheldon 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: April Laird  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:32:34 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

No new facilities! Divest from fossil fuels NOW!

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

April Laird 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Barbara Holowczak  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:42:07 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Barbara Holowczak 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Beverly Fowler  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:13:49 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Beverly Fowler 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Brian Frederick  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:40:33 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Brian Frederick 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Casey Fisher  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:09:00 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Hello President Biden and Department of Energy:
We are at a moment in history to make a difference. As a person working in Climate Solutions it is imperative for
the US to stop allowing this and subsidize for better cleaner energy. In Louisiana alone, we should be reducing the
time and permit issues with enhanced geothermal energy possibilities. Not only would it keep the work force in that
state but provide perpetual clean power and save the state. Rather than looking to these exports to put more money
in the oil and gas industry, force them to change to what will matter. Greed is what will kill this country. I beg you
to reconsider.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.



Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Casey Fisher 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Cassidy Thompson  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:46:39 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Cassidy Thompson 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.

********************************************************************



From: Chelsea Counsell  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 10:02:00 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

I want green energy, not lng.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Counsell 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Christina Hodges  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 12:52:25 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christina Hodges 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: DeeVon Quirolo  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 12:17:29 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

DeeVon Quirolo 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Dennis Nufer  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 3:53:19 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

I don't need to explain the absurdity of this

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dennis Nufer 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Douglas Morgan  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 4:12:11 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Douglas Morgan 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Dylan Quick  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:32:59 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

I have family that lives in the gulf coast area. These company's have a track record of negligence in their offshore
drilling operations that lead to spills and hence destruction of wildlife and our food sources. I do not approve of this
and demand you do not allow the LNG project to proceed

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dylan Quick 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Frank Haymond  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:33:07 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Frank Haymond 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Gerry and Louise Fitzgerald  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:10:34 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

There is no Planet B.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Gerry and Louise Fitzgerald 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Helen Greer  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 11:29:14 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Helen Greer 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Irwin Flashman  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 11:38:16 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Irwin Flashman 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Jeffrey Streicher  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 3:25:42 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Streicher 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: John Kim  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 3:17:24 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

John Kim 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Kathryn Waxdal  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 1:52:49 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Waxdal 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Katie Schick  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:52:11 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

We need to switch completely to renewable energy sources. Our lives and future generations depend on it.
Continued pollution like this is causing suffering for current and future generations. You can choose to either be the
villain and let these people continue to rape our planet or you can choose to be a hero and put a stop to this.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Katie Schick 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Kenneth Porter  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:50:57 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Porter 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Kristen Grayson  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 10:03:39 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

The damage to our earth and the water supply caused by fracking is unacceptable.  We are not just a capitalist
country. We can co ode other green options for fuel and be a leader. Stockholders and CEOs do not run our country-
all people do and we need our planet well!!  Climate change will continue if fossil fuels are used and the
Anthropocene will end. Please think and act green to save the earth and her people and all creatures that I gather
lands and seas.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income



households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kristen Grayson 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Leonie Terfort  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 2:32:32 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Leonie Terfort 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Margaret Goodman  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:52:26 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

We must protect our ocean, fishing and fishermen. Stop this project now!

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Margaret Goodman 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Mark Stevens  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:21:02 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden,
I am writing to request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy for a license to export liquefied methane gas for the proposed CP2 LNG and Commonwealth
LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.   This project would be disastrous for the environment and would be a
huge setback for the fight against climate change.  Mr. President, you have said in the past that you are an
environmentalist.  You cannot be an environmentalist and approve this project.  Those two things are incompatible. 
You have done some wonderful things for the environment.  Please don?t take two steps forward and four steps
back.  I speak for both myself and for my wife Dianne. Please, do not approve this project.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of



color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mark Stevens 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Mary Lou Rosczk  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:29:02 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

The people living along the coast in Louisiana already suffer disproportionately from poor air quality.  Additionally,
the dredging required if these terminals are approved would be devastating to the livelihoods of local fishermen.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Rosczk 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Mim Shelden  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 1:36:45 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mim Shelden 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Paul Berland  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:16:51 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Paul Berland 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Ralph James  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:17:55 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ralph James 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Randi Holt  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:36:27 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Randi Holt 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Renee Bain  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 10:28:58 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Renee Bain 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Rose Troyer  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:30:40 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Rose Troyer 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Russell Ver Ploeg  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:26:01 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

Please stop this, if not for your grandkids, then for mine.  I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve
Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export
liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish,
Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Russell Ver Ploeg 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Scott McCreery  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 1:26:55 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Scott McCreery 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Shawn Russell  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:13:40 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

The US is the world's largest exporter of oil and gas and it is impossible for us to achieve our climate goals by
continuing to approve more export facilities. Enough is enough.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Shawn Russell 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Sheila Dingels  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Monday, November 20, 2023 12:10:55 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sheila Dingels 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Shirley Wooden  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 2:45:22 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Shirley Wooden 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Sarah Mikkelborg  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 1:47:30 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sarah Mikkelborg 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Susan Dornfeld  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 1:19:08 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Susan Dornfeld 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Crookston Theresa  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:57:56 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.





From: Tiffany McEachern  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 12:05:33 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tiffany McEachern 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Ad Clayton  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 8:06:37 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ad Clayton 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Alex Savory  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 12:59:23 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Alex Savory 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Barbara Thomborson Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 4:48:22 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Barbara Thomborson 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Ben Barrett  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:18:38 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ben Barrett 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: caroline hansley  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 8:11:47 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Stop this now@

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

caroline hansley 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Carolyn Trindle  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:11:30 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Trindle 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Cathy Roberts  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:45:48 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

let us pause and really take a look at how we use resources....and for now no new drilling project.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Cathy Roberts 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Coral Love  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 12:40:24 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Please leave the poor gulf coast off the list for more drilling and development. With all the natural disaster going on
down there we should be preserving what wet lands are left and re establishing areas that were previously wet lands
and wild lands. 

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Coral Love 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Curt Herman  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:34:23 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Curt Herman 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Cynthia Manos  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 6:26:11 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Manos 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Danilo Mendoza  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 4:53:20 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Danilo Mendoza 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Deb Bascom  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 5:58:20 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Deb Bascom 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Ed Perry  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 12:41:16 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ed Perry 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Emily Barber  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 12:02:21 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Emily Barber 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Emily Frindt  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:46:00 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Emily Frindt 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Erh-Yen To  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 11:44:19 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Erh-Yen To 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Ginger Pruden  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:43:51 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ginger Pruden 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Helen Greer  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:38:51 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Helen Greer 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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This message does not originate from a known Department of Energy email system.
Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Houston Taylor  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 4:51:45 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Houston Taylor 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: J. Mike Campbell  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:02:38 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

J. Mike Campbell 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: James Taggart  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 6:54:58 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Please protect the future for my children and stop greenhouse gases

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

James Taggart 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Janet Einfalt Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:30:04 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Janet Einfalt 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Jean Parks  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:13:05 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

I have a great-grandchild. I want him to live on a planet no worse off than in 2023. Please don't allow this project to
promote the use of LNG.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jean Parks 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Jennifer Buhinicek  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 8:19:24 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Buhinicek 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Jennifer Hayes  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:49:57 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hayes 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Joan Bobier  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 11:19:39 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

We don't need to export LNG.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joan Bobier 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Jody Lewis  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:48:04 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jody Lewis 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Jonathan Cook  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 8:13:12 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Cook 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Joyce Ciotti  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:34:15 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joyce Ciotti 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Julianne Chen  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 4:44:14 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Julianne Chen 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Kathleen Van Every  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:02:48 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Van Every 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Kellie Evilsizer  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 8:35:32 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kellie Evilsizer 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Perry 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Kyela Smith  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 5:31:15 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kyela Smith 
 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Laurie O"Loughlin  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 11:17:42 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Exporting more LNG drives up home heating and energy prices and other goods for Americans! The US is the
world's largest exporter of oil and gas and it is impossible for us to achieve our climate goals by continuing to
approve more export facilities. Enough is enough.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Laurie O'Loughlin 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Lola Leeman  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 7:27:56 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

We don't need any more dirty facilities!

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lola Leeman 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.

********************************************************************
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From: Mar Hawkins  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:28:05 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

My name is Mar and I'm a 22 year old who wants to live, and see my little siblings grow up. Climate change isn't
something that can be pushed aside. We're already seeing the effects of it with every month that passes. Please stop
drilling, please save our home planet. It's the only one we have...Please invest in healthier alternatives and call for a
climate crisis.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mar Hawkins 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Marisol Montoya  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 12:09:52 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marisol Montoya 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Makenna Hartman  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 4:40:17 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Makenna Hartman 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Mary Lester  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:03:04 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mary Lester 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Mykel Reese  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 6:31:08 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.





From: Patricia Plowden  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 6:47:52 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Please reconsider this application and its implications for our children and grandchildren. They deserve the cleanest
planet we can leave them.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Patricia Plowden 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Phillip Hope  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 11:31:39 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Phillip Hope 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Priscilla Klemic  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 7:42:57 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Klemic 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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Use caution if this message contains attachments, links or requests for information.
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From: Richard Bondi  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:23:35 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Richard Bondi 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Richard Orlick  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 12:48:47 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Richard Orlick 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Robin Rose  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 10:11:50 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

How severely bad does it need to get before we wake up?!

What will we tell our children and grandchildren about why we did not preserve the Earth for them and all the living
creatures of this beautiful, fragile, small planet  ??

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robin Rose 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Roni Schwartz  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 7:41:32 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Roni Schwartz 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Sara Harstad  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 5:22:02 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sara Harstad 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Scott Windham  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:54:25 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

It's not worth crushing the local fishing industry to build this project, especially when we have cheaper, better
sources of energy (wind and solar).

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Scott Windham 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Stephen Hackney  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 6:04:20 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Why are we intent on going backwards in combating global warming???
More methane emissions, means more warming of our planet, and the increased chances that our children will not
have a planet to live on.  Why are we bent on destruction of our only home...???

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.



In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Stephen Hackney 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Theresa Acerro  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 11:11:52 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

The air is already over polluted in this area. Enough is more than enough. Support the fishermen and wildlife. No
dredging!!

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Theresa Acerro 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Torry Nerheim  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 8:15:30 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Aduh! Life on earth is not man, it's all life. Without the life of animals, insects, birds, mamals we will suffer and die!
As in dead! Aduh!

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge



you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Torry Nerheim 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Ty Gorman  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 9:46:01 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Stop letting these corporations destroy our environment and kill our most vulnerable neighbors.

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly



aligned with the public?s best interest.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ty Gorman 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Vivian Yost  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 9:33:19 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Vivian Yost 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: William Ryan  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2023 11:18:58 AM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

William Ryan 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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From: Yana Atim  Sent You a Personal Message
To: FERGAS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Deny CP2 LNG"s and Commonwealth LNG Export Permits
Date: Friday, November 17, 2023 8:21:54 PM

Dear  Jennifer Granholm,

Dear President Biden and Secretary Granholm,

I am writing to urgently request that you do not approve Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s applications to the
Department of Energy (DOE) for a license to export liquefied methane gas (LNG) for the proposed CP2 LNG and
Commonwealth LNG facilities in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

CP2 LNG, if sanctioned, would become the largest LNG facility ever approved for export, emitting an alarming 190
million tonnes of CO2e annually. This is equivalent to the emissions from over 42 million gas-powered cars or 51
coal-fired power plants, presenting an unparalleled threat to our climate.

The neighboring Calcasieu Pass LNG facility, CP2 LNG's sister facility, has already displayed concerning trends
with over 2,000 air permit deviations, violating its permit on 286 out of the first 342 days in operation.

The pollution, traffic congestion, sprawl, and visual disruptions from CP2 LNG and the CP Express pipeline would
adversely impact nine communities, including Cameron, Creole, Grand Lake, and the communities of Vinton,
Starks, and Deweyville, Texas.

Commonwealth LNG, which also sits a mile away from the CP2 LNG facility, would specifically harm more than
133 acres of valuable wetlands, marshes, and cheniere along the Louisiana Coast. These wetlands are vital for
protecting communities from storm surges, providing spawning grounds for gulf marine life, serving as a restover
for migratory birds, and providing a habitat for many species, including threatened and endangered species like the
Eastern Black Rail, a marsh bird. Of special concern are the chenieres that have been identified on the
Commonwealth LNG site. This special and extremely fragile coastal formation can never be replaced and should be
protected at all costs.

On top of the environmental impact, shrimpers and fishermen, essential contributors to the local economy, have
been at the forefront of opposition, highlighting the existential threats CP2 LNG and Commonwealth LNG pose to
their way of life.

Furthermore, I strongly encourage the DOE to revisit its criteria for determining the public interest in granting new
LNG export licenses. The current approach fails to adequately consider the broader implications of LNG exports on
climate, environmental justice, national security, and domestic energy prices.

U.S. LNG exports have seen a substantial increase, with forecasted growth threatening climate targets and the well-
being of our communities. The Sierra Club's analysis indicates that existing and proposed LNG export terminals
would contribute emissions equivalent to 688 coal plants annually, jeopardizing climate goals. The DOE's decisions
must align with President Biden's Executive Order on Environmental Justice for All, ensuring that the impacts of
LNG production and consumption do not disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of
color.

Rising domestic and global gas prices resulting from increased LNG exports have far-reaching consequences,
affecting household energy burdens and essential goods. The economic strain is particularly felt by low-income
households, whose energy burden is significantly higher.

In light of the significant repercussions on Gulf communities, the economy, national security, and the climate, I urge
you to deny Venture Global's and Commonwealth?s application for LNG export permits and protect what is truly
aligned with the public?s best interest.



Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Yana Atim 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Member Care at Sierra Club at member.care@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5673.
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